Institute of Life Sciences (ILS), Bhubaneswar, an autonomous institute of the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of India invites applications from Indian Nationals to join in the following position:

**Name of position:** Project Technician (01 position)

**Project:** DBT-ICMR collaborative project entitled "A diagnostic panel for rapid detection of early-onset sepsis in high-risk neonates."

**Salary/Stipend:** Rs. 17,000/- per month (Consolidated)

**Age limit:** The upper age limit is 30 years as on the last date of application. Age relaxation will be given to the candidates as per the Government of India guidelines.

**Eligibility:** Candidates have passed 12th standard in Science and possess two years diploma in Medical Laboratory Technician or one year DMLT with one-year research experience in a recognized research organization or two years laboratory experience or BSc with first class in Chemistry/Biology/Biotechnology. Experience in microbiology, PCR diagnostics, and molecular biology will be an advantage.

**Selection:** Interested/eligible candidates may download the application form from the institute website ([www.ils.res.in](http://www.ils.res.in)) and apply along with attested copies of mark sheets and certificates to “The Director, Institute of Life Sciences, Nalco Square, Bhubaneswar-751023”. The initial appointment will be for one year, extendable on year to year basis on satisfactory progress up to three years or until termination of the project whichever is earlier. DBT/ICMR or Institute will have no legal liabilities relating to the staff. The candidate will not have any right to claim explicit or implicit for any post in ILS/DBT/ICMR. The position is purely temporary and co-terminus with the project. Only shortlisted candidates will be called for interview. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview. The decision of the Director regarding the selection of candidates will be final, and no correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

1. **Last date for receiving an application:** 13.08.2018
2. **Date to display names of shortlisted candidates:** 16.08.2018
3. **Place, date & time of interview:** ILS, Bhubaneswar; 24.08.2018; 10.00 AM

Note: All correspondence will be made through e-mail. No separate call letter will be sent to the candidates.